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Encryption is great for privacy and security

*
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> 2B users

* E2EE chats not yet used as default option
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But restricts the functioning of law enforcement agencies

● The widespread adoption of E2EE might provide a shield for illegal activity.

● It makes it harder to detect illegal content, including child sexual abuse material (CSAM).

The last refuge of the criminal: Encrypted smartphones. Politico (July 26 2021). https://www.politico.eu/article/the-last-refuge-of-the-criminal-encrypted-smartphones-data-privacy/
The Way Forward: Working Together to Tackle Cybercrime. Fordham University - FBI International Conference on Cyber Security (July 25 2021). 
https://www.fbi.gov/news/speeches/the-way-forward-working-together-to-tackle-cybercrime 

“Organized crime, terrorists and child abusers are all drawn to devices and communication platforms 

that are designed to be technically impossible for law enforcement to lawfully access.”

“Every day we see criminals using encryption to facilitate their crimes.”

Catherine de Bolle, executive director of Europol and Cyrus R. Vance, Jr. district attorney of New York County, New York.

https://www.politico.eu/article/the-last-refuge-of-the-criminal-encrypted-smartphones-data-privacy/
https://www.fbi.gov/news/speeches/the-way-forward-working-together-to-tackle-cybercrime
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Perceptual hashing-based client-side scanning (PH-CSS): a 
privacy-preserving solution to detect known illegal content
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Perceptual hashing-based client-side scanning (PH-CSS)

Me:

No match 
found

Me:

b546a!fjjdfh4
dfghda4ggg5!l

lw

Friend:

b546a!fjjdfh4
dfghda4ggg5!l

lw

The encrypted message 
is sent to the 
recipient or the 
encrypted image is 
uploaded to the cloud

Raw, unencrypted 
content is shared 

Me:

Human/second 
review and further 
actions are taken.

Match found

On-device perceptual 
hashing-based 

client-side scanning

Check if the 
image is a copy 
of known 
illegal image
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Overview of perceptual hashing

● Used for image copy detection, i.e., to check if 

two images are copies of each other, edited or 

exact.

● It converts an image to a fingerprint, such that 

similar images have similar fingerprints.

● Current SOTA perceptual hashing algorithms are 

trained deep neural networks (e.g., Apple’s 

neuralhash).
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Image copy detection using perceptual hashing

Database of known illegal content
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Database of illegal content

Image copy detection using perceptual hashing
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Database of illegal content

On-device PH-CSS

T

The detection threshold T sets the distance below which a 
fingerprint is deemed a “match”

Me:

On device 
perceptual 
hashing
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A visual guide to understand PH-CSS

T

Image in the 
database

An image X of Oscar
In the database
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A visual guide to understand PH-CSS

T

Image in the 
database

Query image
Another, different, 
image of Oscar

Same image X, but 
edited, of Oscar

An image X of Oscar
In the database



PH-CSS is vulnerable to detection 
avoidance attacks
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Detection avoidance attack

Adversarial Detection Avoidance Attacks: Evaluating the robustness of perceptual hashing-based client-side scanning. 
In 31st USENIX Security Symposium (USENIX Security 22)

Image in the 
database

An image X of Oscar
In the database

Query image

Small 
perturbation

T

>T
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>99.9%
Images1 can be modified successfully using our attack

...for five popular hashing algorithms

...and a broad range of detection thresholds

1 ImageNet dataset with duplicates removed

Modified image: PDQ, T=70Original image



PH-CSS can be built with a “hidden” 
secondary purpose for surveillance
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Dual-purpose perceptual hashing algorithm

T

Image in the 
database

Query image

Another, different, 
image of Oscar

Same image X, but 
edited, of Oscar

An image X of Oscar
In the database

Known image of target individual
In the database

New image of target 
individual

Primary purpose (image copy detection)

Secondary purpose 
(facial recognition of target individuals)
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Dual-purpose perceptual hashing algorithm

T

Image in the 
database

Query image

Another, different, 
image of Oscar

Same image X, but 
edited, of Oscar

An image X of Oscar
In the database

Known image of target individual
In the database

New image of target 
individual

Primary purpose (image copy detection)

“Hidden” Secondary purpose 
(facial recognition of target individuals)
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Claims on limited capabilities of PH-CSS can be challenged

1. Proponents of PH-CSS claim that it is a 

technology with limited capabilities.

2. We show that it can be built with a hidden 

secondary purpose without compromising on 

performance on primary task.

3. Our results show PH-CSS can be built to turn 

millions of devices into tools of surveillance.

“Hashing can be used to fingerprint digital files in their entirety 

but not individual components within them. Therefore, it is 

not suitable to recognise whether the same component 

(e.g. object or person in an image) may be included in two 

different files unless the entirety of both files is very similar 

(e.g. depicting the same building at very similar angles, with 

very similar lighting, same environment/background, etc.).”

Overview of Perceptual Hashing Technology1, OfCom, United Kingdom.

1 Overview of Perceptual Hashing Technology by OfCom, United Kingdom (Nov 22 2022). https://www.ofcom.org.uk/research-and-data/online-research/overview-of-perceptual-hashing-technology 

https://www.ofcom.org.uk/research-and-data/online-research/overview-of-perceptual-hashing-technology
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Conclusion

1. Perceptual Hashing-based Client-Side Scanning 

(PH-CSS) is proposed as a privacy-preserving solution to 

detect illegal content.

2. We show that PH-CSS might not be a robust solution as 

an image can almost always be modified to evade 

detection in the black-box setup.

3. We show that PH-CSS can be developed with a hidden 

secondary purpose of facial recognition of target 

individuals, thus turning millions of devices into tools of 

surveillance. 
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